We implemented a constrained mixture model of arterial growth and remodeling in a nonlinear finite element framework to facilitate numerical analyses of diverse cases of arterial adaptation and maladaptation, including disease progression, resulting in complex evolving geometries and compositions. This model enables hypothesis testing by predicting consequences of postulated characteristics of cell and matrix turnover, including evolving quantities and orientations of fibrillar constituents and nonhomogenous degradation of elastin or loss of smooth muscle function. The nonlinear finite element formulation is general within the context of arterial mechanics, but we restricted our present numerical verification to cylindrical geometries to allow comparisons with prior results for two special cases: uniform transmural changes in mass and differential growth and remodeling within a two-layered cylindrical model of the human aorta. The present finite element model recovers the results of these simplified semi-inverse analyses with good agreement.
INTRODUCTION
Constrained mixture models of growth and remodeling (G&R) have seen increasing use in simulating chemomechanically driven cellular behaviors and their consequences in a variety of arterial analyses [1] . However, most prior uses of this framework have been limited to simplified cases of axisymmetric motions or membrane approximations. Although such models have provided considerable insight, analysis of more realistic and diverse cases of arterial G&R requires that the framework be extended. Some more challenging problems include thick-walled, multilayered arteries undergoing complex motions and subject to irregular boundary conditions, as in abdominal aortic aneurysms. Naturally, increased attention has appropriately been directed toward developing traditional finite element models to compute both wall stress and the hemodynamics [2, 3] . Nevertheless, abdominal aortic aneurysms are mechanically complex, biologically active lesions characterized by their evolving geometry, material properties, and hemodynamic loads [4] . As with many areas of arterial mechanics, therefore, there is a pressing need for a 3D finite element model capable of modeling the evolution of a multilayered structure.
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Generalizing the constrained mixture G&R framework entails several challenges. For example, the extent and mode of extracellular protein turnover and orientation require special attention. Care must be taken to ensure that convenient metrics driving G&R recover expected behaviors and special cases including, perhaps most crucially, tissue maintenance. In a 3D model, the chemomechanical quantities driving G&R should consider 3D field quantities, as opposed to just wall tension, as with membrane models, or mean intramural stress, as with some thick-walled models [5, 6] . For complex motions, the alignment of newly deposited fibers cannot be assumed to be constant and must also be described by an appropriate constitutive relation.
In this paper, we extend our prior advances in arterial G&R mechanics (cf. [6, 7] ) via the development of a 3D nonlinear finite element implementation within FEAP [8] . This framework includes all of the fundamental mechanisms of constrained mixture models and employs illustrative constitutive functions governing mass kinetics and fiber alignment [7, 9] . Given the complexity of such a computational framework, however, the issue of verification is a natural concern [10] . Thus, we verify the model for the special cases of homogenous changes of mass and differential G&R for a cylindrical geometry via comparison with results from a simpler semi-analytic model of G&R [11] .
METHODS

The constrained mixture approach
We treat an artery as a constrained mixture and focus on mechanical contributions by the three primary structural constituents: elastic fibers, smooth muscle, and multiple families of locally parallel (at the time of production) collagen fibers. That is, we assume that each constituent˛must deform with the artery as a whole, but otherwise may possess individual stress-free configurations, mechanical properties, and rates of turnover [12] . Employing a mass-averaged rule of mixtures approach to quantify the overall stored energy function W D P W˛at each G&R time s, we let [6, 7] W˛.s/ D 
where
0/ is the constituent mass density (per constant unit reference volume) at s D 0, just prior to the commencement of G&R, Q˛.s/ 2 OE0, 1 is the fraction of constituent˛that was present at s D 0 that survives to time s, m˛. / is the rate of production of constituent˛at time 2 OE0, s, q˛.s, / 2 OE0, 1 is the fraction of constituent˛that was produced at time that survives to time s, and b
W˛is the stored energy for a cohort of constituent˛, which depends on the individual right Cauchy-Green tensor
where [13] Fn . / .s/ D F.s/ F 1 . / G˛. /.
The subscript n. / (or, n. D 0/) denotes the individual stress-free (natural) configuration for a cohort of constituent˛at the time it was produced. Note, too, that G˛. / denotes the 'deposition stretch tensor' that captures the prestretch at which the constituent was incorporated within the extant extracellular matrix, whereas F.s/ and F. / denote the overall deformation gradient tensors that account for motions by the artery from a convenient (measurable) reference configuration at time s D 0 to subsequent configurations at times s and , respectively. Thus, F.s/ F 1 . / represents the overall in vivo deformation of the artery from the time of constituent production to the current time s. Finally, .s/ is the overall mass density of the artery at time s, where .s/ D P ˛. s/, and 
Q˛.0/ D 1, by definition. Finally, an important feature of this G&R framework is that the production (m˛. /) and survival (q˛.s, /) functions that govern constituent turnover may depend on diverse chemical (e.g., growth factors or proteases) and mechanical (chiefly stress or tension) stimuli sensed by the appropriate cell type.
General constitutive framework
Prior constrained mixture G&R analyses have focused on idealized geometries and/or exploited membrane assumptions (see [1] , for a review); hence, there is a pressing need for a generalized framework that can be used to analyze more diverse initial boundary value problems. Given complexity in geometry, mechanical behavior, and loading inherent in many problems in vascular mechanics, and consistent with traditional biomechanical analyses, we employ the finite element method. Also, consistent with many implementations of the finite element method in finite elasticity, we employ a volumetric/distortional split of the stored energy function, which required a reformulation of the constrained mixture formulation. This change led, in turn, to the introduction of a different metric to drive G&R, which we feel is important in 3D problems.
Stress.
Despite different rates of turnover by individual constituents and hence changes in constituent mass densities or mass fractions, it appears that the overall spatial mass density remains nearly constant ( 1050 kg m 3 ) in most cases of arterial adaptations. Consequently, overall mass and volume mostly change together. Nevertheless, it also appears that at a given G&R time s, arterial behavior in response to transient loading (e.g., in vivo during the cardiac cycle or in vitro during typical biaxial mechanical testing) is nearly isochoric. Hence, a general finite element formulation must allow large changes in mass or volume while enforcing the incompressibility constraint common in arterial mechanics [14] . These two motivations prompted us to adapt classical approaches from hyperelasticity to develop and implement a constrained mixture model of G&R within a finite element framework. The total evolving elastic stored energy, defined per unit volume in the referential, healthy state, is thus written in the decoupled form [15] 
where W vol .J.s// is the elastic contribution due to departures from a specified volume (increases, in the case of growth, or decreases, in the case of atrophy), J.s/ D det F.s/ is the ratio of current to original differential volumes, and W dis C.s/ Á is the elastic contribution due to isochoric distortions. C.s/ D J 2=3 .s/ C.s/ is the so-called modified right Cauchy-Green tensor, where
This approach stems from Flory's [16] concept of a multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient tensor into dilatational and distortional components, namely F. / D J 1=3 . / I F. / where F. / is a modified deformation gradient tensor where det F. / Á 1, and I D ı ij e i˝ej is the second-order identity tensor, the operator˝denotes the tensor (dyadic) product, and ı ij is the Kronecker delta.
The additive volumetric/distortional split in Equation (5) permits us to write the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor as the sum of spherical and distortional elastic contributions plus, as in the case of arteries, an active stress contribution
The spherical portion is 825 where p.s/ is a Lagrange multiplier; S sph .s/ is sometimes also called the volumetric component of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. The contribution of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor resulting from the distortional elastic response is
2.2.2. Stiffness. The stiffness tensor (also known as the tangent modulus or elasticity tensor), required for the iterative solution of nonlinear problems via the finite element method, may also be decomposed into spherical, distortional, and active contributions (cf. [17] , Chapter 6.6)
where the contribution resulting from volumetric dilatations is
(10) The contribution resulting from isochoric distortions is
where the 'W' operator denotes a double contraction (inner product). The so-called fictitious second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and associated stiffness tensor are
respectively. The projection tensor and its transpose are simply
where I D ı ik ı jl e i˝ej˝ek˝el is the fourth-order identity tensor, and the modified projection tensor is
Spatial descriptors.
Whereas the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress is useful constitutively, final results are best appreciated in terms of the Cauchy stress. Via a standard 'push-forward' operation, the Cauchy stress tensor is
It is useful to delineate deviatoric and constituent-specific distortional contributions to the Cauchy stress tensor, namely 
where C ABCD .s/ are the components of the stiffness tensor from Equation (9).
Illustrative constitutive relations
To illustrate the utility of a finite element-based G&R framework and to verify the numerical implementation, we must prescribe constitutive relations for elastic and active responses, rates of production, and removal kinetics (cf. Equations (1), (4), and (6)). Although significantly more work must continue both to collect the requisite data and to improve the functional forms, considerable progress has been achieved in recent years, and current forms yield salient responses in many cases. We employ available relations to illustrate the utility of the present implementation. Because of the spherical-distortional split, some prior relations and/or their parameters appear here in their modified forms. 
where K.J.s// is a growth-dependent bulk modulus that serves as a penalty function. To aid convergence, we require that lim
K.J / D 1 and thus postulate
where K 0 D 100 MPa, andˇ> 1 is a dimensionless parameter ( Figure 1 ). This penalty function enforces incompressibility numerically during transient motions while simultaneously satisfying boundary conditions. 
In general, e G e may vary with radial position because of development-related changes [20] . 
where, similar to Equation (A.6),
Note that for the case of a neo-Hookean material, C.s/ D O, which is the fourth-order zero tensor.
Collagen and passive muscle.
Next, consider the stored energy for a cohort of fibrillar constituents: passive smooth muscle, denoted by superscript 'm', and four families of collagen, denoted by superscript 'k' (m, k D 1, 2, 3, 4), which, in contrast to elastin, are continuously synthesized and degraded in maturity. Following Holzapfel et al. [19] , we employ the form
and recall the series of linear transformations that describe motions from the natural configuration for constituent˛at the time of deposition to the current in vivo configuration at time s. In addition, recall Equation (3), where G˛. / D Gh . / m˛. /˝m˛. / is a structural tensor describing the state of prestretch for a fibrillar constituent oriented along unit vector m˛. /, and Gh . / may be interpreted as the homeostatic stretch imposed on an individual fiber by synthesizing cells during secretion and subsequent incorporation within the extracellular matrix. G˛. / may also be conceptualized as a linear transformation (specifically, a projection) such that (cf. [7] )
where the fiber is coaxial with unit vector Mn . / in its natural configuration, which exists conceptually, but cannot be realized experimentally. Because Mn . / is of unit length, then Mn . / Á m˛. /. This formulation thereby facilitates naturally the inclusion of experimental observations, that is, measurements from in vivo or ex vivo experiments regarding microstructural information and inferences regarding prestretches. The total stretch experienced by a fiber from its natural configuration at time to the current configuration at time s is
or, more concisely as the fourth invariant I4 
The stored energy resulting from isochoric distortions is then
We can use the chain rule to write
where (see Appendix B)
The contribution to Equation (12) 1 by fibrillar cohorts can be written as
where, similar to Equation (B.1),
Finally, the contribution to Equation (12) 2 by fibrillar cohorts can be written as 
Active generation of stress.
In contrast to S sph and S dis , which are modeled using hyperelasticity to account for energy stored in existing constituents due to load-induced deformations, S act results from a metabolic process whereby contractile smooth muscle generates force and motion via oxidation of adenosine triphosphate. This active stress therefore does not result from 'strain energy' despite the ability to model it using an 'energy potential'. Here, we assume that the active portion of the Cauchy stress generated by a cohort of smooth muscle in the current configuration is
where f act .s/ is a scalar function, having units of kilopascal, defined in the current configuration along the direction of the unit vector u m .s, / of an active muscle 'fiber' that was deposited at time , where
The associated current stretch ratio of an active muscle fiber, relative to its in vivo configuration at its time of deposition, is
For sufficiently long timescales (on the order of days to weeks), the actomyosin filament overlap is expected to readjust to optimize the force-length response [21, 22] . Hence, f act .s/ can be assumed to not be a function of C.s/ but rather [11] 
where m .s/ is the evolving mass density of smooth muscle, T max is the maximum stress generated by smooth muscle, and
is the ratio of vasoconstrictors to vasodilators; C b is a basal ratio, C s is a factor that scales the effect of changes in flow-induced luminal shear stress w .s/ D w .s/= h w 1 where w .s/ and h w are the current and homeostatic shear stresses, respectively. The cohort-specific active contribution to the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor (for details, see Appendix C) is thus
where 
Evolving mass density production.
Functional elastin is thought to be produced primarily during the perinatal period; hence, we let m e . / Á 0. Conversely, we prescribe nonnegative piecewise functions for stress-mediated rates of mass density production for smooth muscle and collagen (cf. [7, 11, 13] ) 
See Valentín and Humphrey [23] and Valentín et al. [11] for detailed information regarding the motivations, roles, and bounds for such parameters.
where m0 D ˛.
0/ Kq h are basal rates of mass density production, K˛ and K˛ w are rate parameters that govern constituent level stress-driven and wall shear stress-driven mass production, respectively, and ı˛ D ˛. / and ı˛ w D .C s =C b / w . / (see Table I for the parameter values). The quantity
0/ 1 is a scalar measure of the change in the distortional stress borne by each constituent family where
and m˛. / depends on the local mechanical environment at the time of deposition (see Section 2.3.7). For smooth muscle, we include both passive and active contributions to the growth stimulus via Relationship between the mass production rate scaling function ‡. /, described in Equation (50), and normalized changes in mechanical stimuli ı. / , for indicated values of K. / . This function recovers nearly constant, basal mass density production rates for small changes in mechanical stimuli and saturating behavior for larger changes. K. / is the corresponding curve's maximal slope. This functional form is motivated, in part, by the growth law first put forward by Fung [24, page 530].
of ‡. / and approximates two hypothesized behaviors: saturation as a mechanobiological stimulus approach limiting values and a nearly constant basal mass production rate near the homeostatic chemomechanical state.
Evolving survival fractions. The survival fraction of originally existing constituent˛is [6]
Á are evolving cohort-specific rate-type parameters for mass removal with units of days 1 , and Kq h is the homeostatic constant of decay for both fibrillar collagen and smooth muscle, corresponding to a half-life of 70 days (Table I) . Thus, we model collagen and smooth muscle degradation as functions of cumulative changes of cohort-specific levels of tension, with
being the normalized difference between fiber tensions at times s and deposition time within an individual cohort of constituent˛. The aforementioned relations reflect the hypothesis that increases and decreases in fiber tension away from a homeostatic value, which in our model is greater than zero, will accelerate fiber degradation, consistent with diverse observations [25] [26] [27] [28] . Moreover, Camp et al. [29] and Ruberti and Hallab [30] reported that loaded collagen fibers experience reduced rates of enzymatic degradation, consistent with the notion that there exists a 'preferred' homeostatic stretch and corresponding load at which collagen degradation is most effectively inhibited. Generalizing Equation (51) to permit the tracking of surviving fractions of subsequently produced cohorts yields
Alignment of fibrillar constituents.
Recent observations reveal that the primary families of collagen fibers in the normal human aorta are found in constant radial planes, and they tend to be oriented diagonally relative to the axial direction [31] . Nevertheless, because of a continuing lack of information on collagen cross links, constitutive models including axial, circumferential, and symmetric diagonal fibers provide good fits to available biaxial data [32] . Hence, amongst the different hypotheses that could be examined, for illustrative purposes, we assume that cells orient newly deposited collagen so that m kD1 . / D O n 1 . / and m kD2 . / D O n 2 . /, where O n 1 . / and O n 2 . / are the first and second principal directions (eigenvectors), respectively, of the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress tensor dev . / at the time of deposition (cf. [7, 33, 34] ). Given the prescribed values for composition and constitutive parameters of the healthy artery (Table I) , the first principal direction is the circumferential direction and the second is the axial direction; for the diagonal fibers, we similarly assume
and Figure 3 shows the local orientations of fibers within our finite element model. This distribution will remain unchanged in the special case of tissue maintenance, as desired.
Numerical implementation
Although both the G&R implementation and the numerical methods are general, we now describe a simplified geometry and set of boundary conditions to reduce the problem to a case that can be compared with prior semi-inverse analyses. We focus on a two-layered model of the human abdominal aorta and construct a quarter-symmetric mesh of single element in axial length. See Table I for relevant geometric, kinetic, and other layer-specific quantities. Figure 3 shows our spatial domain and finite element discretization. Boundary conditions permit only radial nodal displacements, and we prescribe a pressure of P D 93 mmHg over the luminal surface. These assumptions reduce the problem to a single-dimensional analysis of the inflation of a thick-walled tube of fixed axial length. Our finite element formulation allows cases of increased axial extension and/or perivascular tethering [35, 36] , but we restrict our treatment to a fixed axial length and neglect perivascular tethering to concentrate on the verification of the constrained mixture framework. This finite element model is implemented as a user-specified material within FEAP [8] , using a Q1-P0 'mixed' element, based on Hu and Washizu's three-field variational approach [17, 37, 38] . This element employs linear shape functions for deformations and is appropriate for modeling incompressible materials. Eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues are computed using LAPACK [39] . All temporal integrations are performed using a trapezoidal rule quadrature with a constant temporal resolution of 1 week per time step. Results are calculated at Gauss points, and kinetic quantities are averaged over each element. Our mesh employs 882 eight-noded hexahedral elements (1900 nodes in total), and the boundary conditions result in a system with 1900 DOFs.
SPECIAL CASES FOR VERIFICATION
Homogenous changes of mass
We first examine predictions for the simplified case of uniformly changing constituent mass densities. That is, G&R is not permitted (m˛Á 0), and we prescribe Q˛and thus ˛d irectly, rather than by letting mass density evolve via Equation (4). Furthermore, we require that smooth muscle activity be insensitive to changing inner radius by prescribing
Note that the ratio m = remains constant; the local mass densities of all constituents are prescribed to vary by the same proportion J D = 0 .
For this case of homogeneous J and a cylindrical geometry with fixed axial length, the current radial position is Table I ). Note the nearly unchanging circumferential stresses in the adventitia. 
where P is the transmural pressure, r a is the current adventitial radius, and ÂÂ and rr are the circumferential and radial components of the Cauchy stress, respectively. We compute the inner radius to satisfy Equation (59) using the secant method, and spatial integration is performed using Gauss-Legendre quadrature.
Differential growth and remodeling
We adapt the semi-analytic approach described by Valentín et al. [11] to serve as a benchmark against which to verify the present finite element model for the case of G&R driven by elastin degradation prescribed by
where '.s/ D exp. K e s/ is an elastin integrity variable, and c e .0/ is the original shear modulus for elastin. This time-dependent perturbation drives local G&R processes described in Sections 2.3.5, 2.3.6, and 2.3.7. The case of differential growth requires the volumetric changes 
where r i .0/ is the loaded inner radius at G&R time s D 0, and r i .s/ is the evolving loaded inner radius at current G&R time s. Similar to Equation (58), our time-dependent deformation gradient tensor is
Flow-induced luminal shear stresses vary with the inner radius
where is the viscosity of whole blood and Q is its constant volumetric flow rate. This relation drives both the vasoactive response and the shear-mediated rate of mass production via Equations (43), (44), and (48) . To capture the effects of local G&R, we track local kinetics at 251 equally spaced points through the wall thickness and linearly interpolate kinetic quantities between them. This level of discretization provides high spatial resolution appropriate for use 837 as a benchmark. As in the case of uniform changes of mass, we solve for r i .s/ by satisfying Equation (59). Figure 4 shows the inner radius as a function of the homogenous volume ratio J . These results show, perhaps counterintuitively, that as individually prestretched constituents within an inflated and axially fixed artery were lost, the inner radius tended to decrease. This phenomenon can be understood by recalling the global form for radial equilibrium Equation (59) and that Cauchy stress is inversely proportional to J . For a given inner radius, lim
RESULTS
Homogenous changes of mass
ÂÂ D 1, and a greater transmural pressure will be required to maintain a constant inner radius. For P constant, however, ÂÂ and rr experienced modest changes ( Figure 5) , and the inner radius had to decrease to satisfy radial equilibrium. Note that this situation is unlike the familiar instance of a pressurized vessel with a decreasing fraction of mechanically effective material that remains in the wall (J Á 1), for which the inner radius increases. Figure 4 also reveals the important influence of the adaptive penalty function described by Equation (20) . As J ! 0, the numerical problem became more demanding, and a higher penalty was required to converge to the correct solution. With greaterˇ, the penalty function permitted the model to converge to better solutions. Our simulated artery revealed that this numerical obstacle (44)). Symbols show finite element results, and curves show corresponding semi-analytic results. 839 far more appreciably. As a result of the fixed axial length and decreasing J , axial stresses increased as mass was removed. This increase in axial stress was particularly dramatic in the adventitia, where the higher percentage of exponentially stiff collagen carried a disproportionally higher load than the more compliant (and less abundant) elastin. This striking result is not necessarily physiologically relevant, but it reveals numerically important trends in this limiting case of prescribed uniform mass loss. Figure 6 shows the deviatoric stresses in circumferential and axial directions, which changed with varying J but were nearly constant within each layer. These trends also reveal why the finite element model benefitted from a higher penalty parameter K.J /. As J ! 0, the deviatoric contributions became far greater than the spherical contributions. Because K.J / penalizes the solution through the spherical portion of the stresses via Equations (7) and (19), a greater value of K.J / was required to maintain a constant overall penalizing effect.
The case of a uniform gain of mass was far less demanding numerically. Figure 7 shows that the circumferential Cauchy stresses in the medial and axial stresses in both layers decreased with increasing J , as expected by recalling that and J are inversely related and that the axial length of the artery was fixed. The finite element model matched the semi-analytic solution, even for a uniform twofold increase in mass. As in the case of mass loss, Figure 8 predicted nearly constant transmural distributions of deviatoric stresses, although the trends of an increasing circumferential component and a decreasing axial component were opposite the case of mass loss, as expected. In fact, the axial deviatoric stresses became compressive in both the media and the adventitia. Figure 9 shows the evolving geometry over 24 months as elastin degraded for varying values of C s . The artery was predicted to distend and become thinner as a result of G&R. As '.s/ decreased, the passive contribution by elastin diminished, and the artery distended. This expanding trend stretched existing circumferentially and helically aligned families of fibrillar constituents and accelerated removal via Equations (51) to (53). Figure 10 reveals the evolving local gradients of volumetric changes (computed per a unit reference) as a result of locally evolving mass removal and production rates. The finite element model agreed well with the semi-analytic model, although some predictions diverged modestly with increasing G&R time. Mass density production rates depend on local mechanical conditions and the luminal shear stressdriven constrictor concentration (herein assumed to have achieved a steady state and thus uniformly diffused). Figure 11 shows that gradients began to appear in mass density production rates for circumferential and less so helical collagen by 6 months. Despite the elevated rates of production, because of the complementary effects of increasing intramural stresses and decreasing luminal wall shear stress (and thus increasing constrictor concentration), local volumes continued to decrease, Figure 11 , the production rates for medial smooth muscle are nearly uniform at all G&R times. The driving mechanical stimulus for smooth muscle production is the deviatoric stress for muscle, which includes the active contribution. Because the active contribution does not depend on local distortions (it only depends on C.s/, which is a function of the wall shear stress), there is not a strong gradient in stimulus for smooth muscle production. Similarly, the production rates for axial collagen are nearly uniform at all G&R times. The driving mechanical stimulus for axially aligned collagen is the distortional component of stress in the axial direction. Because the artery's axial length is fixed, there is not a strong gradient in stimulus for the production of axially aligned constituents. indicating that removal outpaced replacement, particularly toward the luminal side of the artery.
Differential growth and remodeling
Results from the finite element model differed more from those from the semi-analytic result as G&R time progressed. Production of medial smooth muscle ( Figure 12 , panel a) and adventitial axial collagen (panel b) did not exhibit the aforementioned gradients, likely because the driving chemomechanical metrics were more uniform for these two constituents. The production rate of smooth muscle depended upon its distortional stress borne and active stress generated. Because the active stress depended on the chemical constrictor to dilator ratio C.s/, which on the timescales considered here was assumed to be uniformly diffused throughout the media, the active stress was spatially uniform. This effect tended to flatten the production rate distribution for smooth muscle. Production rates of axially aligned adventitial collagen depended, in large part, on the distortional stress in the axial direction, which due to the fixed axial length remained nearly constant for all G&R times considered.
The circumferential and axial Cauchy stresses changed only modestly (Figure 13 ), and the finite element model predicted close agreement with the semi-analytic model (Figure 14 ). These models recovered the tendency that axial stress decreased and the unloaded axial length increased as elastin degraded, consistent with observations in the literature and previous analyses [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . The deviatoric stresses (Figure 15) , which determine the orientations of newly deposited fibers, are perhaps more important. Again, the finite element model closely matched the predictions from the semianalytic model (Figure 16 ), although the agreement diverged beyond 6 months. The near-constant transmural distributions of deviatoric stresses are of note, although this was expected because the deviatoric stresses were, in large part, the driving mechanical stimuli for G&R with the model essentially requiring synthesizing cells to work to maintain or approach homeostatic conditions. Although Figure 13 . Circumferential Cauchy stresses are predicted to increase modestly as the artery distends, whereas the axial stresses are predicted to follow the opposite trend.
irreversible damage to elastin precludes an artery from maintaining its homeostatic geometry and composition, the evolving suboptimal state demonstrated that the artery can remain functional.
DISCUSSION
We implemented an extended constrained mixture model of aortic G&R within a 3D finite element framework. This flexible and powerful tool applies the concepts of the constrained mixture theory, in their most general forms to date, and accounts for locally evolving masses and orientations of individual constituents as functions of chemical and mechanical stimuli. The formulation posits that constituent-specific distortional stresses (which are assumed to be uniform within each layer in homeostasis but may change as the artery evolves in response to perturbations or disease) drive the rates of mass density production. This simple assumption permits the model to recover expected behavior in homeostasis (i.e., constant rates of mass production independent of location within a given arterial layer) and allows for differential G&R to occur as a function of 3D field quantities, rather than mean intramural stress. In addition, we exploited the availability of well-understood semi-inverse solutions for special cases to verify the correctness of this finite element implementation [10] . The simple, yet useful and physiologically relevant, geometry and boundary conditions for the extension and inflation of a thick-walled tube allowed a conceptually broad treatment by including key G&R postulates: that synthesizing cells deposit new material under a state of prestretch, that the rate of turnover of material varies in response to the local chemomechanical environment, and that smooth muscle can generate stress actively in response to changing flow-induced chemical signals [1, 9] . The orientations of newly deposited fibers are assumed to depend upon the eigenvectors of the deviatoric stress, which, for the cases of G&R presented, remained constant. The requirement of allowing large changes in mass (and volume) due to G&R while enforcing isochoric responses to transients in loading necessitated a novel extension of traditional finite strain finite element formulations. The traditional penalty parameter was extended to a function. Our current choice for the functional form for K.J / in Equation (20) is an ad hoc attempt to improve convergence for the (unrealistically) large degrees of mass loss without turnover, which resulted in the marked increases in axial deviatoric stresses seen in Figure 6 . Nonetheless, in all cases of uniform changes of mass for this geometry and set of boundary conditions, the finite element model captured well all the trends predicted by the semi-analytic model. In fact, the finite element results were nearly identical to the semi-analytic solution for J 2 OE0.85, 2.0 and only began to deviate once J decreased further. It thus appears that the finite element model is suitable for simulating physiologically relevant conditions.
The modest discrepancies seen between the finite element and semi-analytic models of differential G&R can be attributed, in part, to mass kinetics being constant within each element. Given the limited spatial resolution of the finite element compared with the semi-analytic model (18 elements versus 250 interpolation subdomains points, respectively, for tracking mass kinetics in the radial dimension), it should not be surprising that the solutions will tend to diverge with increasing G&R time as a result of accumulating error via the convolution integral of historical mass kinetics. In traditional finite element analyses in solid mechanics using an unstressed 'ground state' as the reference configuration, increased spatial resolution via appropriate mesh refinement results in convergence toward the 'true' solution. For a given set of mechanical parameters and boundary and initial conditions, our model exhibits the same convergence with increased spatial resolution (not shown). In this model, however, it is convenient to use a loaded and stressed configuration as a reference, and this reference state must be fully mechanically characterized a priori. That is, we must know the constitutive behavior that recovers a desired geometry for a given set of tractions. So as not to overprescribe the problem, we specify all mechanical parameters, save one, which we allow to be 'free', and solve it such that our model recovers a desired homeostatic geometry at a known transmural pressure. In our case, this 'free' variable is c k 2 and is computed using the semi-analytic model in an inverse manner.
In our G&R problem, we must also identify the homeostatic scalar metrics of stress (see Equation (49) ) that drive mass production rates. Similar to the free parameter described earlier, these scalar stresses come from our semi-analytic model and recover G&R homeostasis, maintaining the desired geometry and mechanical properties at normal physiological loads. Ideally, once those quantities are substituted into the finite element model and the boundary conditions imposed, the finite element model will precisely recover the desired homeostatic, reference geometry. Yet error arising from discretization results in slight deviations from the desired loaded geometry, resulting in an effectively different set of initial conditions for our time-dependent G&R simulation. These differences, although initially small, manifest as compounding errors in the kinetics when compared with our benchmark semi-analytic model. This source of error in the finite element model does not affect the solutions for the case of uniform mass kinetics; there is no accumulation of error or any need to resolve the local effects of G&R. Some important pathologies, such as vasospasm, progress and resolve over multiple distinct phases, each possessing their own characteristic timescales [46, 47] . Although the computational cases presented utilize constant temporal resolutions, we speculate that simulations for more complex cases of arterial G&R will benefit from variable temporal resolutions. Our assumption of a motion-independent active force function f act .s/ (see Equation (43) ) would also need to be revisited for cases of G&R that occur over timescales of hours to days; evolving actomyosin filament overlap would need to be accounted for within the active response function (cf. [6, 46] ).
Our 'integral-based' approach differs from the 'rate-based' approach introduced by Watton et al. [48] in that we explicitly account for the history of G&R by tracking kinetics and motions over a finite timespan via Equations (1) and (4) . One advantage of our approach is the ability to account for time-varying mass production and degradation rates while retaining their biological interpretations. Nevertheless, the 'integral-based' formulation requires storing the history interval or interest in memory and performing an associated numerical integration. This is in contrast to the more computationally expedient 'rate-based' approach, as implemented in 3D finite elements by Schmid et al. [49, 50] , which does not track the motions and kinetics of individual cohorts of material. As a result of our more demanding computational problem, we confronted several numerical challenges in achieving numerical stability while balancing accuracy and computational expense. Chief among them is the management of computational requirements for storing histories of kinetics and motions. We can appreciate this matter by considering the related questions of temporal resolution and the necessarily finite timespan for tracking cohort-specific histories. For the case of differential G&R, a convergence analysis (not shown) demonstrated numerical stability and quadratic convergence with increasing temporal resolution, as desired. However, unlike typical elastodynamic problems where increased temporal resolution requires more time steps, our constrained mixture G&R problem additionally requires a corresponding increase in the number of discrete cohorts to track. That is, increased temporal resolution requires not only more time steps but also more memory use; this increased number of cohorts incurs additional CPU expense in numerically evaluating the various integral relations. Our analysis revealed that for the present axisymmetric problem, regardless of temporal resolution, it is necessary to track for a minimum of 10 half-lives of collagen to ensure numerical stability.
We assumed that newly deposited fibers are aligned relative to directions of principal deviatoric stress. In the cases considered, the orientations of fiber families remained constant, although their relative quantities changed. Naturally, these directions need not be constant in the general case of non-axisymmetric motions or boundary conditions, as in irregularly shaped aneurysms. That is, the eigenvectors of the deviatoric stress tensor should change with complex motions and states of stress (e.g., the emergence of shear stresses), resulting in each cohort of fibrillar material being oriented uniquely; coexisting fiber cohorts will move together within the constrained mixture, but their collective orientations will constitute a distribution. Indeed, even for axisymmetric motions, the first and second principal directions in the adventitia will switch if axial stresses evolve to exceed circumferential stresses. Of course, the nature of the mechanical stimuli dictating fiber alignment remains an open question. However, eigenvectors of stress are reasonable first guesses, and regardless of which metric is chosen, it will be necessary to identify, characterize, and address any associated numerical challenges. Finally, we speculate that it is possible that penalty functions explicitly accounting for the ratio of spherical to deviatoric stresses would yield better results for numerically demanding conditions such as instances of substantial losses of mass. Each of these aforementioned topics warrants careful consideration for specific boundary value problems and more in-depth study, in general.
The present framework addresses the need pointed out by Humphrey and Holzapfel [4] for more general tools for analyzing complex boundary value problems involving patient-specific geometries and the progression of vascular diseases. The pressing need for improved models that can account for more diverse conditions has prompted broader theoretical treatments to address myriad aspects and complexities of general differential growth. Consistent with the overarching goal of investigating and modeling the evolving structural and functional properties of soft tissues as multiscale 846 A. VALENTÍN, J. D. HUMPHREY AND G. A. HOLZAPFEL phenomena via numerical experiments, computational models continue to achieve refinements in hypothesized driving mechanisms for G&R and homeostasis (i.e., the chemomechanical quantities that drive the rates of turnover and alignments of newly synthesized collagen). By extending the core theoretical framework to account for less idealized scenarios, we can better investigate G&R as a process that arises naturally from changes in microstructure.
APPENDIX A
We can show Equation (25) 
